
Take a look at any live sound engineer’s rack and
you’ll notice it’s almost an entirely analogue affair.
Try as they might, manufacturers have found it

difficult to entice the live sound engineer to give up their
beloved knobs and faders for the benefits of  a digital
world. Sony are the latest to try their hand with three new
products, the SRP-E300 Digital Equaliser, SRP-FR300
Digital Feedback Reducer, and the SRP-L300 Digital
Limiter/Delay. In the live domain, the need to quickly
access all the important parameters is paramount. In this
regard the SRP-E300, SRP-FR300, and SRP-L300 all
perform well. With this as a positive starting point, let’s
take a closer look at the units individually.

The SRP-E300 Digital EQ
The SRP-E300 digital equaliser combines a 10-band para-
metric EQ and a 29-band graphic equaliser, along with
limiting and gate functions, and a four second delay to
compensate for speaker placement.

The front panel layout is mercifully uncomplicated.
There’s a power switch on the left, and input level
controls on two rotary indented pots. The centre of  the
SRP-E300 is taken up by a backlit LCD (54 by 287 dots)
and two notched dual function data wheels which
handle entry duties. Moving to the right we find six
buttons for navigating your way around the unit. These
are the Edit, Program, Lock, Channel Select, Link, Exit
and Bypass buttons. The rear panel contains all of  the
necessary input and output connectors. Analogue I/Os
are on +4dBu XLRs. There’s a second set of  XLR
outputs, which are a bypassed replica of  the inputs, and
are labeled ‘stacking’ – hinting at an easy way of  daisy
chaining multiple SRP units. Digital I/O is handled on
AES/EBU and a digital Thru is provided. The internal
sample rate is 48k at a resolution of  20 bits, although a
built-in sample rate converter allows the SRP-E300 to

receive digital signals at 32k, 44.1k, or 48k if  necessary.
All digital outputs are locked at 48k. RS232 support, for
the external control of  the SRP-E300 from your PC, is
supplied on a 9-pin D-sub connector. The SRP-E300 is
finished in the standard Sony battleship grey – so as not
to attract undue attention on the high seas! 

With only eight different screens to explore, operation
of  the SRP-E300 is easy. The ‘home’ display shows a
combined view of  the parametric section (seen on the
horizontal axis) and the graphic EQ (represented as a
vertical line running off  the parametric curve) – it’s a
familiar and pretty standard way to graphically represent
digital equalisation. One click of  the Select/Enter data

wheel brings up a
metering display,
showing input,
output, and limiter
activity for both
channels. These two
pages will be of
most interest in
general operation.

Making changes requires a simple tap of  the Edit button.
Once inside, editing the graphic EQ page, parametric EQ,
input/output, delay/gate, and input select options requires
a logical combination of  the tapping and turning of  the
Edit button and Enter/Select wheel.

Within the graphic EQ edit page, as well as the boosting
and cutting of  individual frequency bands, you can
globally alter the bandwidth of  the filters used from 4.3 to
seven. There’s also a useful shortcut to flatten all the
graphic EQ settings.

The parametric EQ is similarly easy to control. Each of
the 10 bands (a generous quantity) has a fully variable
frequency control, with 12dB boost and cut available,
while the Q value is adjustable from 0.31 to 19.4. Only
one parametric band may be edited at a time but an
overview of  the entire parametric EQ block can be
accessed by pressing the Exit button. Bypassing either EQ
blocks can be done by pressing both control wheels
simultaneously. 

The next parameter is the output level, adjustable from 
-! to +12dB. Due to the large amounts of  cut and boost
achievable within the SRP-E300, a limiter has been
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Guy Harrison unscrews his rack of analogue outboard and hits the road with three
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employed at the end of  the digital signal chain to ensure
that the analogue output stage (not to mention your
speakers!) can cope.

Delay and gate functions are found on the next page.
Delay is adjustable  between a range of  zero to 1300
metres. Other scales are selectable, including feet,
samples, and milliseconds, while NTSC video and
PAL/Secam frame rates are also supported for the
broadcast market. The gate’s threshold is adjustable from 
-! to -60dBFS. 

The last edit page allows you to set up all imaginable
input configurations as well as digital input levels
(adjustable from -30dB to +12dB in 0.5dB increments).
There are a number of  other buttons on the front panel
worthy of  note. Program allows a maximum of  20
snapshot saves for later recall. The Lock button allows a
simple tamper proof  lock of  all functions to stop acci-
dental adjustment, or a more complicated four digit
code lock may be employed. Next up, the Link button,
when used in conjunction with the Exit key, allows the
linking or separation of  the input channel operation.
Helpfully, the Link button has an embedded LED to
indicate its status. Last of  all, there’s the Bypass button
that works as expected. 

In operation the SRP-E300’s filters are very precise,
which makes them well-suited to room correction. The
interface is well thought out and although the display is
not huge I found it offered ample information. I person-
ally like the beauty of  having a parametric and graphic
EQ operating in
conjunction this
way, and I found
myself  quickly
tuning FOH with
very pleasing
results. The
ability to save a snapshot of  the SRP-E300’s settings has
its obvious advantages, although the busy engineer may
find only 20 memory positions a little limiting. All up, I
found the SRP-E300 to be a good device I would
recommend.

SRP-FR300 Digital Feedback Reducer
The SRP-FR300 Digital Feedback Reducer is a two-
channel unit providing 15 bands of  static filtering and five
bands of  dynamic (roving) filtering per channel.

The SRP-FR300 is similar in appearance to the
previous unit, the only differences being the addition of
analogue output controls (±12dB). The centre of  the
SRP-FR300’s front panel is taken up by a 16-character,
two-line backlit LCD. Status LEDs reside next to the
display keeping you abreast of  what manner of  filter
you’re working with. The two filter types are termed
Static or Dynamic, and a detection LED lights when the
unit recognises feedback. The two data wheels have
been retained, the left known as Select A/Auto and the
right known as Select B/Dynamic, both are multifunc-
tional. The six-button layout is identical to the E-300,
although Sony have decided to rechristen the Link
button, calling it Sync, even though it essentially

performs the same function. On the rear panel you’ll
find the I/Os on XLR connectors (+4dBu) and ‘Stacking’
outputs are again provided. 

The Edit button requires special mention on the SRP-
FR300, but all other buttons are self  explanatory. During
the auto setup routine the SRP-FR300 automatically
raises its output level while locking down feedback, this
feature can be turned off  to accommodate the manual
adjustment of  level during setup, if  preferred. The next
Edit page allows you to define the number of  static
filters to be employed by the auto setup. Up to fifteen
per channel may be used. The remainder of  the edit
section allows you to view the number of  filters used by
the SRP-FR300, as well as an adjustment for level and
filter position. 

Operation of  the SRP-FR300 is a simple affair. We’ll
take a look at the auto setup of  the static filters first.
Once all mics are placed in their working positions it’s
simply a case of  pressing the Select A/Auto wheel. This
takes you to a page where you can select the channel, as
well as being given the choice to append a previous auto
filter setup, or clear all filters and start from scratch. The
SRP-FR300 is now ready to begin the auto setup of  the
static filters. Once initiated the unit will begin raising its
output level while locking down feedback until all the
assigned static filters are used. This process usually takes
about 30 seconds, during which time some feedback shall
occur, so I’d advise staying away from your monitors at
this point. Once done, you can view the filter positions

and make adjustments from within the edit pages.
Next, we have the Dynamic section. It’s a simple case of

turning the dynamic filters on. Once on, the dynamic
filters do nothing until your lead singer decides to drop
their mic into the foldback monitors (or a similar howl
around inconvenience), at which point the filters will lock
down the feedback before it becomes a problem. Once the
SRP-FR300 realises the problem has been rectified the
filters are freed up until the next mishap.

The SRP-FR300 does all it sets out to do, speedily and
with a minimum of  fuss. In operation, higher monitor
levels were more easily and quickly achievable, and once
you’ve experienced the luxury of  dynamic filters it’s hard
to imagine life without them. Highly recommended.

The SRP-L300 Digital Limiter & Delay
The SRP-L300 is a digital limiter and delay unit con-
taining three main algorithms – the dynamics algorithm,
the DAL1000 algorithm, and a multi-tap delay
algorithm. The dynamics section includes a compressor,
gate/expander and limiter. The DAL1000 is an
algorithm that can smoothly clip the peak of  a
waveform while increasing the gain of  a low level signal
at a response rate free of  time lag – in other words, it’s
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a real time leveling algorithm. The
tap delay algorithm is a 48-way tap with a maximum
delay time of  4.5 seconds – it’s included for the simula-
tion of  reflected sound.

The front panel layout of  the SRP-L300 is identical to
the FR300, as is the rear panel with the inclusion of
AES/EBU in, out, and thru.

While three algorithms are provided, only one may be
used at a time – for most people this will be the dynamics
section. The compressor is a fully featured unit with
controls that include sidechain with EQ, auto attack and
release times, and soft knee operation. The expander is
simple to operate with all the expected controls. Delay is
provided at the end of  the dynamics chain allowing you
to compensate for poor speaker placement. The
dynamics algorithm is easy enough to set up from scratch
although some preset examples are included if  you’re
feeling lazy. Metering on this unit is good, with separate
meters for the compressor and limiter easily accessed
from the default display page. I must admit to not really
having much use for the DAL1000 algorithm, although I
did run signal through it and it performed as expected.
The multi-tap delay algorithm is probably best avoided, as
setup from scratch is a very long winded process. To
Sony’s credit they have provided multi-tap presets, and if
you were in a jam these could be used to put a bit of  life

back into a very dead room. 
In the dynamics department, the SRP-L300 certainly

offers a strong set of  tools, and would really be the over-
whelming reason for purchasing this unit – I can only
assume the DAL1000 and multi-tap delay algorithms were
thrown in as a bonus. That said, the SRP-L300 achieves its
aims efficiently and professionally.

The SRP range stacks up well. I’d wager that Sony will
certainly bring about a considerable defection of  analogue-
only live sound engineers to the world of  digital. These
units offer good hands-on control, ample and obvious
metering and display, and the very real benefits of  digital –
the best of  both worlds you might say.

                                                                        
Distributed by
•Sony Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: +61 (0)2 9887 6666
Fax: +61 (0)2 9887 4605
Sony on WWW: ‘www.sony.com.au’

Price
• SRP-E300: $1990; SRP-FR300: $2200; 
SRP-L300: $1990 RRP
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Serious Sampling Tools

The award winning A3000 V2 features Loop Remix and Loop Divide func-
tions for maximising your loop potential, 
auto-sequential recording for simplifying audio sampling, up to 128 MB
RAM, 64 note polyphony, 3 serious effects blocks (54 types) with record on
input and resampling, 5 push/turn knobs for parameter control and con-
troller assign, 16 filter types with resonance and 4-band Total EQ.  RRP is
$3,995.

The new SU700 Loop Factory features dedicated 
sequence tracks with touch-sensitive sample trigger 

pads and assignable controller knobs, 40 tracks 
(10 x 4 banks), up to 68 MB RAM, Auto Loop, 

BPM counter, an assignable Ribbon Controller for
scratch/sweeps, resonant filters, fluorescent 

display, 8 scenes/8 marker memories, 3 effects 
blocks (43 types), auto roll and mute, sample 
rate/bit rate convert and realtime pitch shift.  

RRP is $2,595.

For more information visit your Yamaha 
dealer or call Yamaha Music on 1800 805 413

A.C.N. 004 259 527


